Boomerang Health Care Reform And The
Turn Against Government
Eventually, you will utterly discover a supplementary experience and success by spending more cash. still
when? complete you take that you require to acquire those all needs in imitation of having significantly
cash? Why dont you try to acquire something basic in the beginning? Thats something that will lead you
to comprehend even more not far off from the globe, experience, some places, bearing in mind history,
amusement, and a lot more?
It is your unconditionally own time to function reviewing habit. accompanied by guides you could enjoy
now is Boomerang Health Care Reform And The Turn Against Government below.

that embarking on a popular progressive course, the

The New Majority Stanley B. Greenberg

Democratic Party can become the moral voice of all

1997-01-01 The contributors to this volume argue

American families striving for a better life.

that America is ready for progressive politics, and

Boomerang Theda Skocpol 1997 Skocpol
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(government and sociology, Harvard U.) explores

Finegold 1995 A historically grounded and

the changing currents of domestic U.S. politics

theoretically informed analysis of two major

through the prism of the defeat of President

governmental interventions into the US economy--

Clinton's comprehensive health care plan. She

the National Recovery Administration and the

argues that the defeat reflected the success of

Agricultural Adjustment Administration. Working

Reaganite conservative tactics which switched from

back and forth between theories of politics in

direct attacks on social programs to a fiscal starvation

advanced capitalist democracies and the two

in the name of lower taxes. Annotation copyrighted

concrete historical trajectories, the authors'

by Book News, Inc., Portland, OR

argument is that the origins, implementation, and

Bill Clinton 2002 Facilitates research on Bill Clinton

consequences of the NRA and AAA are best

in one convenient source, providing citations and

explained with a historical institutionalist, state- and

sources of information on his life, political career and

party-centered approach. Paper edition (unseen),

presidency.

$19.95. Annotation copyright by Book News, Inc.,

Social Revolutions in the Modern World Theda

Portland, OR

Skocpol 1994-09-30 Theda Skocpol, author of the

An American Health Dilemma W. Michael Byrd

award-winning 1979 book States and Social

2001-12-21 First published in 2002. Routledge is an

Revolutions, updates her arguments about social

imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.

revolutions.

Health Care Policy and Practice Cynthia D. Moniz

State and Party in America's New Deal Kenneth

2014-01-10 In Health Care Policy and Practice: A
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Biopsychosocial Perspective, Moniz and Gorin have

Kronenfeld 2004 An authoritative look at the core

updated their text to incorporate health care reform.

issues of the healthcare debate in the United States,

The authors have also restructured the book to

with a focus on reform of the system. * A detailed

guide students through the development of the

list of annotated print and web-based resources such

American health care system: what it is, what the

as Fedstats, the National Center for Health Statistics,

policies are, and how students can influence them.

and the National Coalition on Healthcare, providing

The first section focuses on recent history and

readers the tools to explore issues in more detail *

reforms during the Obama Administration to

Biographies of key figures in healthcare reform

describe the health care system; section two

including Richard Nixon, Lyndon Johnson, and

examines the system’s structure and policies; and

Lister Hill

the third section explores policy analysis and

Debates on U.S. Health Care Jennie Jacobs

advocacy, and disparities in health based on

Kronenfeld 2012-09-06 This issues-based reference

demographics and inequities in access to care. It

work (available in both print and electronic formats)

concludes with a discussion of the impact of social

shines a spotlight on health care policy and practice

factors on health and health status. The new edition

in the United States. Impassioned debates about the

incorporates the CSWE EPAS competencies; it is for

best solutions to health care in America have

social work courses in health care, health care

perennially erupted among politicians, scholars of

policy, and health and mental health care policy.

public policy, medical professionals, and the general

Healthcare Reform in America Jennie J.

public. The fight over the Health Care Reform Act
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of 2010 brought to light a multitude of fears,

point/counterpoint articles to explore prominent

challenges, obstacles, and passions that often had the

and perennially important debates, providing

effect of complicating rather than clarifying the

readers with views on multiple sides of this

debate. The discourse has never been more heated.

complex issue. Features & Benefits: The volume is

The complex issues that animate the health care

divided into three sections, each with its own

debate have forced the American public to grapple

Section Editor: Quality of Care Debates (Dr. Jennie

with the exigencies of the present system with

Kronenfeld), Economic & Fiscal Debates (Dr. Mark

regard to economic, fiscal, and monetary policy,

Zezza), and Political, Philosophical, & Legal Debates

especially as they relate to philosophical, often

(Prof. Wendy Parmet). Sections open with a

ideologically driven approaches to the problem.

Preface by the Section Editor to introduce the broad

Americans have also had to examine their ideas

theme at hand and provide historical

about the relationship of the individual to and

underpinnings. Each Section holds 12 chapters

interaction with the state and the varied social and

addressing varied aspects of the broad theme of the

cultural beliefs about what an American solution to

section. Chapters open with an objective, lead-in

the problem of health care looks like. In light of the

piece (or "headnote") followed by a point article and

need to keep students, researchers, and other

a counterpoint article. All pieces (headnote, point

interested readers informed and up-to-date on the

article, counterpoint article) are signed. For each

issues surrounding health care in the U.S., this

chapter, students are referred to further readings,

volume uses introductory essays followed by

data sources, and other resources as a jumping-off
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spot for further research and more in-depth

the presidency at the expense of Congress. But

exploration. Finally, the volume concludes with a

Hayes develops policy typologies and analyzes case

comprehensive index, and the electronic version of

studies to show that the policy process works best

the book includes search-and-browse features, as

when it conforms to the tenets of incrementalism.

well as the ability to link to further readings cited

He contends that because humans are fallible,

within chapters should they be available to the

politics should work through social processes to

library in electronic format.

achieve limited ends and to ameliorate—rather than

The Limits of Policy Change Michael T. Hayes

completely solve—social problems. Analyzing the

2002-03-31 Michael Hayes offers a vigorous defense

evolution of air pollution policy, the failure of

of incrementalism: the theory that the

President Clinton’s health care reform in 1994, and

policymaking process typically should involve

the successful effort at welfare reform in 1995-96,

bargaining, delay, compromise, and, therefore,

Hayes calls for changes that would make

incremental change. Incrementalism, he argues, is

incrementalism work better by encouraging a more

one result of a checks-and-balances system in which

balanced struggle among social interests and by

politicians may disagree over what we want to

requiring political outcomes to conform to the rule

achieve as a nation or what policies would best

of law. Written for students and specialists in

achieve shared goals. Many political scientists have

politics, public policy, and public administration,

called for reforms that would facilitate majority rule

The Limits of Policy Change examines in detail a

and more radical policy change by strengthening

central issue in democratic theory.
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Social Policy in the United States Theda Skocpol

photos of protesters in tricorn hats and knee

2020-06-23 Health care, welfare, Social Security,

breeches to provide a nuanced portrait of the Tea

employment programs--all are part of ongoing

Party. What they find is sometimes surprising.

national debates about the future of social policy in

Issues in American Politics John Dumbrell

the United States. In this wide-ranging collection of

2013-08-21 This wide ranging book provides

essays, Theda Skocpol shows how historical

readers with a reliable and lively guide to

understanding, centered on governmental

contemporary American political practices, processes

institutions and political alliances, can illuminate the

and institutions. Essays in the proposed volume will

limits and possibilities of American social

cover phenomena such as the Tea Party upsurge in

policymaking both past and present. Skocpol dispels

the Republican Party, Obama’s health care reforms,

the myth that Americans are inherently hostile to

recent changes to campaign funding emanating

social spending and suggests why President

from the key Citizens’ United Supreme Court

Clinton's health care agenda was so quickly attacked

decision, US foreign policy after the War on Terror,

despite the support of most Americans for his goals.

Obama's presidential strategy and issues relating to

The Tea Party and the Remaking of Republican

polarisation and partisanship in US politics. This

Conservatism Theda Skocpol 2016 In this

work is essential reading for all students of

penetrating new study, Skocpol of Harvard

American Politics and US Foreign Policy.

University, one of today's leading political scientists,

Health Care Half-Truths Arthur Garson 2008-08-28

and co-author Williamson go beyond the inevitable

Identifies twenty myths about the American health
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system before identifying how they are false.

even conservative administrations have become

Boomerang Theda Skocpol 1997

more deeply involved in managing our economy

Ensuring America's Health Christy Ford Chapin

and social choices, they examine why our political

2015-05-28 This book provides an in-depth

system nevertheless has grown divided as never

evaluation of the U.S. health care system's

before over the extent to which government

development in the twentieth century. It shows

should involve itself in our lives. The contributors

how a unique economic design - the insurance

show how these two closely linked trends have

company model - came to dominate health care,

influenced the reform and running of political

bringing with it high costs; corporate medicine; and

institutions, patterns of civic engagement, and

fragmented, poorly distributed care.

capacities for partisan mobilization--and fueled ever-

The Transformation of American Politics Paul

heightening conflicts over the contours and reach of

Pierson 2011-06-27 The contemporary American

public policy. These transformations not only

political landscape has been marked by two

redefined who participates in American politics and

paradoxical transformations: the emergence after

how they do so, but altered the substance of political

1960 of an increasingly activist state, and the rise of

conflicts and the capacities of rival interests to

an assertive and politically powerful conservatism

succeed. Representing both an important analysis of

that strongly opposes activist government. Leading

American politics and an innovative contribution to

young scholars take up these issues in The

the study of long-term political change, this

Transformation of American Politics. Arguing that

pioneering volume reveals how partisan discourse
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and the relationship between citizens and their

started massive counter-movements. The Tea Party

government have been redrawn and complicated

starting in 2009 and the "resistance" after November

by increased government programs. The

2016 transformed America's political landscape.

contributors are Andrea Louise Campbell, Jacob S.

Upending American Politics offers a fresh

Hacker, Nolan McCarty, Suzanne Mettler, Paul

perspective on recent upheavals, tracking the

Pierson, Theda Skocpol, Mark A. Smith, Steven M.

emergence and spread of local voluntary citizens'

Teles, and Julian E. Zelizer.

groups, the ongoing activities of elite advocacy

Handbook of Social Problems George Ritzer 2004

organizations and consortia of wealthy donors, and

The 'Handbook of Social Problems' is devoted to the

the impact of popular and elite efforts on the two

state of knowledge of social problems. Focussed on

major political parties and candidate-led political

social problems of global interest, with weight

campaigns. Going well beyond national surveys,

towards American society, top sociologists have

Theda Skocpol, Caroline Tervo, and their

contributed chapters to this text.

contributors use organizational documents,

Upending American Politics Theda Skocpol

interviews, and local visits to probe changing

2020-01-07 The election of Barack Obama in 2008

organizational configurations at the national level

was startling, as was the victory of Donald Trump

and in swing states. This volume analyzes

eight years later. Because both presidents were

conservative politics in the first section and

unusual and gained office backed by Congresses

progressive responses in the second to provide a

controlled by their own parties, their elections kick-

clear overview of US politics as a whole. By
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highlighting evidence from the state level, it also

and employment policies, devised along these lines,

reveals the important interplay of local and national

might revitalize broad political coalitions and

trends.

further basic national values. The contributors are

Protecting Soldiers and Mothers Theda Skocpol

Edwin Amenta, Robert Aponte, Mary Jo Bane,

2009-06-30

Kenneth Finegold, John Myles, Kathryn

The Politics of Social Policy in the United States

Neckerman, Gary Orfield, Ann Shola Orloff, Jill

Margaret Weir 2020-12-08 This volume places the

Quadagno, Theda Skocpol, Helene Slessarev, Beth

welfare debates of the 1980s in the context of past

Stevens, Margaret Weir, and William Julius

patterns of U.S. policy, such as the Social Security

Wilson.

Act of 1935, the failure of efforts in the 1940s to

Civic Engagement in American Democracy Theda

extend national social benefits and economic

Skocpol 1999 This book examines the roots of

planning, and the backlashes against "big

America's special patterns of civic engagement, the

government" that followed reforms of the 1960s and

impact of advocacy groups and socioeconomic

early 1970s. Historical analysis reveals that certain

inequalities on the democratic process, and the long-

social policies have flourished in the United States:

term influence of social and cultural changes on

those that have appealed simultaneously to middle-

voluntary associations and civic participation.

class and lower-income people, while not involving

Reaching for a New Deal Theda Skocpol 2011-06-24

direct bureaucratic interventions into local

During his winning presidential campaign, Barack

communities. The editors suggest how new family

Obama promised to counter rising economic
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inequality and revitalize America’s middle-class

policy of Obama’s first two years and the consequent

through a series of wide-ranging reforms. His

political backlash—up to and including the 2010

transformational agenda sought to ensure affordable

midterm elections. Reaching for a New Deal opens

healthcare; reform the nation’s schools and make

by assessing how the Obama administration

college more affordable; promote clean and

overcame intense partisan struggles to achieve

renewable energy; reform labor laws and

legislative victories in three areas—health care

immigration; and redistribute the tax burden from

reform, federal higher education loans and grants,

the middle class to wealthier citizens. The Wall

and financial regulation. Lawrence Jacobs and

Street crisis and economic downturn that erupted as

Theda Skocpol examine the landmark health care

Obama took office also put U.S. financial regulation

bill, signed into law in spring 2010, which extended

on the agenda. By the middle of President Obama’s

affordable health benefits to millions of uninsured

first term in office, he had succeeded in advancing

Americans after nearly 100 years of failed

major reforms by legislative and administrative

legislative attempts to do so. Suzanne Mettler

means. But a sluggish economic recovery from the

explains how Obama succeeded in reorienting

deep recession of 2009, accompanied by polarized

higher education policy by shifting loan

politics and governmental deadlock in Washington,

administration from lenders to the federal

DC, have raised questions about how far Obama’s

government and extending generous tax tuition

promised transformations can go. Reaching for a

credits. Reaching for a New Deal also examines the

New Deal analyzes both the ambitious domestic

domains in which Obama has used administrative
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action to further reforms in schools and labor law.

most are run by professionals who lobby Congress

The book concludes with examinations of three

or deliver social services to clients. What will

areas—energy, immigration, and taxes—where

happen to U.S. democracy if participatory groups

Obama’s efforts at legislative compromises made

and social movements wither, while civic

little headway. Reaching for a New Deal combines

involvement becomes one more occupation rather

probing analyses of Obama’s domestic policy

than every citizen’s right and duty? In Diminished

achievements with a big picture look at his change-

Democracy, Theda Skocpol shows that this decline

oriented presidency. The book uses struggles over

in public involvement has not always been the case

policy changes as a window into the larger

in this country—and how, by understanding the

dynamics of American politics and situates the

causes of this change, we might reverse it.

current political era in relation to earlier pivotal

Inequality and American Democracy Lawrence R.

junctures in U.S. government and public policy. It

Jacobs 2005-08-25 In the twentieth century, the

offers invaluable lessons about unfolding political

United States ended some of its most flagrant

transformations in the United States.

inequalities. The "rights revolution" ended statutory

Diminished Democracy Theda Skocpol 2003 Pundits

prohibitions against women's suffrage and opened

and social observers have voiced alarm each year as

the doors of voting booths to African Americans.

fewer Americans involve themselves in voluntary

Yet a more insidious form of inequality has

groups that meet regularly. Thousands of nonprofit

emerged since the 1970s—economic

groups have been launched in recent times, but

inequality—which appears to have stalled and, in
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some arenas, reversed progress toward realizing

disadvantaged. Larry Bartels, Hugh Heclo, Rodney

American ideals of democracy. In Inequality and

Hero, and Lawrence Jacobs marshal evidence that

American Democracy, editors Lawrence Jacobs and

the U.S. political system may be disproportionately

Theda Skocpol headline a distinguished group of

responsive to the opinions of wealthy constituents

political scientists in assessing whether rising

and business. They argue that the rapid growth of

economic inequality now threatens hard-won

interest groups and the increasingly strict party-line

victories in the long struggle to achieve political

voting in Congress imperils efforts at enacting

equality in the United States. Inequality and

policies that are responsive to the preferences of

American Democracy addresses disparities at all

broad publics and to their interests in legislation that

levels of the political and policy-making process.

extends economic and social opportunity. Jacob

Kay Lehman Scholzman, Benjamin Page, Sidney

Hacker, Suzanne Mettler, and Dianne Pinderhughes

Verba, and Morris Fiorina demonstrate that political

demonstrate the feedbacks of government policy on

participation is highly unequal and strongly related

political participation and inequality. In short supply

to social class. They show that while economic

today are inclusive public policies like the G.I. Bill,

inequality and the decreasing reliance on

Social Security legislation, the War on Poverty, and

volunteers in political campaigns serve to diminish

the Voting Rights Act of 1965 that changed the

their voice, middle class and working Americans

American political climate, mobilized interest

lag behind the rich even in protest activity, long

groups, and altered the prospect for initiatives to

considered the political weapon of the

stem inequality in the last fifty years. Inequality
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and American Democracy tackles the complex

accessible to anyone interested in history and the

relationships between economic, social, and political

social and political sciences • Connects with current

inequality with authoritative insight, showcases a

societal and political issues that often receive

new generation of critical studies of American

attention in the news and popular media

democracy, and highlights an issue of growing

The Political Life of Medicare Jonathan Oberlander

concern for the future of our democratic society.

2003-06 In recent years, bitter partisan disputes

Understanding Angry Groups: Multidisciplinary

have erupted over Medicare reform. Democrats and

Perspectives on Their Motivations and Effects on

Republicans have fiercely contested issues such as

Society Susan C. Cloninger 2017-01-23 This book

prescription drug coverage and how to finance

examines the dynamics that lead to anger in

Medicare to absorb the baby boomers. As Jonathan

individuals, within groups, and between groups;

Oberlander demonstrates in The Political Life of

identifies the role of the media in angry group

Medicare, these developments herald the reopening

behavior; and offers solutions for dealing with angry

of a historic debate over Medicare's fundamental

groups and channeling that negative energy in

purpose and structure. Revealing how Medicare

positive ways. • Presents angry group dynamics

politics and policies have developed since Medicare's

from various perspectives, ranging from individual

enactment in 1965 and what the program's future

personality to group behavior to mass social

holds, Oberlander's timely and accessible analysis

movements • Draws expertise from diverse

will interest anyone concerned with American

academic areas and presents information that will be

politics and public policy, health care politics, aging,
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and the welfare state.

Bush have been the focus of films with various

The Oxford Handbook of American Political History

levels of attentiveness to historical scholarship and

Paula Baker 2020 "American political history, like

box-office appeal. Teachers could do worse than

military history, has never lost a popular audience.

Charlie Wilson's War as a tool for illustrating how

If anything, the appetite for books dealing with the

Congress works. Even the more obscure and distant

nation's founding, its presidents, and elections has

historical figures have had their turn: James A.

grown in recent years. Written by historians,

Garfield's truncated presidency is the subject of a

academics in other fields, independent writers, and

popular book and documentary"--

journalists, some of these books have sold very well.

Social Policy in the United States Theda Skocpol

A few jumped from the printed page to film and

1995 Reforming health care, revamping the

theater. Ron Chernow's biography of Alexander

welfare system, preserving or cutting Social

Hamilton inspired a hit Broadway musical. Though

Security, creating employment programs for

some films depicting presidents spun fanciful

displaced employees, and revising U.S. social

stories-at least one hopes no teachers had to correct

programs to help working parents with children -

student misconceptions about Abraham Lincoln

all of these endeavors and more are part of ongoing

dispatching vampires-others had a stronger

national debates about the future of social policy in

commitment to the historical record. Since 2000,

the United States. In this wide-ranging collection of

Lincoln, Franklin D. Roosevelt, John F. Kennedy,

essays, renowned social scientist Theda Skocpol

Lyndon Johnson, Richard Nixon, and George W.

shows how historical understanding, centered on
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U.S. governmental institutions and shifting political

coverage.

alliances, can illuminate the limits and possibilities of

The Time is Never Ripe Theda Skocpol 1995

American social policymaking both past and present.

The Obama Presidency Robert P. Watson

Readers will be surprised at many of the findings

2012-04-11 Lively and engaging essays covering

and arguments of this volume. Skocpol dispels the

President Obama’s domestic and foreign policy,

myth that Americans are inherently hostile to

governing style, and character.

governmental social spending. When universal

Health Care Reform and American Politics

social programs jointly benefit the middle class and

Lawrence R. Jacobs 2016-01-14 The Patient

the poor, she shows, Americans since the

Protection and Affordable Care Act signed by

nineteenth century have been willing to pay taxes

President Obama in March 2010 is a landmark in

for them and happy to partake of the security they

U.S. social legislation, and the Supreme Court's

provide. Insights from the past also illuminate why

recent decision upholding the Act has ensured that

ideological attacks against "bureaucratic meddling"

it will remain the law of the land. The new law

by the federal government repeatedly prove so

extends health insurance to nearly all Americans,

potent in U.S. politics. Skocpol suggests why

fulfilling a century-long quest and bringing the

President Clinton's proposals for comprehensive

United States to parity with other industrial nations.

health care reforms were so quickly attacked, even

Affordable Care aims to control rapidly rising health

though Americans agree that the health financing

care costs and promises to make the United States

system is in crisis and support universal insurance

more equal, reversing four decades of rising
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disparities between the very rich and everyone

Americans, what it will cost, and who will pay. In a

else. Millions of people of modest means will gain

new section, they also analyze the impact the

new benefits and protections from insurance

Supreme Court ruling that upheld the law. Above

company abuses - and the tab will be paid by

all, they explain what comes next, as critical yet

privileged corporations and the very rich. How did

often behind-the-scenes battles rage over

such a bold reform effort pass in a polity wracked

implementing reform nationally and in the fifty

by partisan divisions and intense lobbying by special

states. Affordable Care still faces challenges at the

interests? What does Affordable Care mean - and

state level despite the Court ruling. But, like Social

what comes next? In this updated edition of Health

Security and Medicare, it could also gain strength

Care Reform and American Politics: What

and popularity as the majority of Americans learn

Everyone Needs to Know®, Lawrence R. Jacobs

what it can do for them.

and Theda Skocpol - two of the nation's leading

What a Mighty Power We Can Be Theda Skocpol

experts on politics and health care policy - provide a

2018-06-26 From the nineteenth through the mid-

concise and accessible overview. They explain the

twentieth centuries, millions of American men and

political battles of 2009 and 2010, highlighting

women participated in fraternal associations--self-

White House strategies, the deals Democrats cut

selecting brotherhoods and sisterhoods that provided

with interest groups, and the impact of agitation by

aid to members, enacted group rituals, and engaged

Tea Partiers and progressives. Jacobs and Skocpol

in community service. Even more than whites did,

spell out what the new law can do for everyday

African Americans embraced this type of association;
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indeed, fraternal lodges rivaled churches as centers

the lawsuits through lobbying and demonstrations

of black community life in cities, towns, and rural

that finally led to legal equality. This unique book

areas alike. Using an unprecedented variety of

reveals a little-known chapter in the story of civic

secondary and primary sources--including old

democracy and racial equality in America.

documents, pictures, and ribbon-badges found in

Single Payer Healthcare Reform Lindy S.F. Hern

eBay auctions--this book tells the story of the most

2020-06-10 The recent rise of “Medicare for All” in

visible African American fraternal associations. The

American political discourse was many years in the

authors demonstrate how African American

making. Behind this rise is a movement composed

fraternal groups played key roles in the struggle for

of grassroots activists and organizations that have

civil rights and racial integration. Between the

been working for more than three decades to

1890s and the 1930s, white legislatures passed laws

achieve the goal of establishing a single-payer

to outlaw the use of important fraternal names and

healthcare system in the United States. In the past

symbols by blacks. But blacks successfully fought

decade, the Single Payer Movement has grown and

back. Employing lawyers who in some cases went

garnered more public and political support than

on to work for the NAACP, black fraternalists took

ever before. This relative success cannot be

their cases all the way to the Supreme Court, which

attributed to any one political figure or political era.

eventually ruled in their favor. At the height of the

The story of how this happened, and how it is tied

modern Civil Rights movement in the 1950s and

to a turn against establishment politics on both the

1960s, they marched on Washington and supported

left and right, as well as the rise of outsider
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politicians such as Senator Bernie Sanders, takes

The Politics of Healthcare Reform in Turkey

place during the Clinton, G.W. Bush, Obama, and

Volkan Yilmaz 2017-06-21 This book explores the

Trump administrations. During each of these eras,

transformation in the healthcare system in Turkey

activists experienced shifting opportunities that

since 2003, which has been portrayed as a

they interpreted through the telling of stories.

benchmark for building universal healthcare

These narratives of opportunity encouraged

systems in emerging market economies. Focussing

participation in particular forms of grassroots

on healthcare politics in an under-researched

mobilization, which then affected the outcome of

developing country context, it fills a significant

each era. This has had lasting effects on the

lacuna in existing scholarship. This study answers

development of healthcare policy in the United

these questions: What were the political dynamics

States. In this book, Hern conducts a political

that enabled the introduction of healthcare reform

ethnographic analysis in which she uses historical

in Turkey? What political conflicts did the reform

records, interviews, and participant observation to

generate? How and to whose benefit have these

tell the story of the Single Payer Movement,

conflicts been resolved? Drawing on qualitative

establish the lessons that can be learned from this

interviews with a diverse set of actors, Yılmaz

history, and develop a framework—the

explores the actors’ subjective interpretations of the

Environment of Opportunity Model—that involves

reform, the discourses and strategies they used to

a holistic understanding of social movement activity

influence the reform, and the changing healthcare

through the analysis of narrative practice.

politics scene. He demonstrates that the reform has
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been a complex political process within which

biggest domestic policy issue in the coming years

actors negotiated whether and to what extent

will be America's health-care system. Millions of

healthcare remains a citizenship right or a

Americans go without medical care because they

commodity. This book will appeal to students and

can't afford it, and many others are mired in debt

scholars of social policy, politics, health policy, public

because they can't pay their medical bills. It's hard

health and sociology.

to think of another public policy problem that has

Bringing the State Back In Social Science Research

lingered unaddressed for so long. Why have we

Council (U.S.). Committee on States and Social

failed to solve a problem that is such a high priority

Structures 1985-09-13 Papers from a conference

for so many citizens? Former Senate Majority

held at Mount Kisco, N.Y., Feb. 1982, sponsored by

Leader Tom Daschle believes the problem is rooted

the Committee on States and Social Structures, the

in the complexity of the health-care issue and the

Joint Committee on Latin American Studies, and

power of the interest groups—doctors, hospitals,

the Joint Committee on Western European Studies

insurers, drug companies, researchers, patient

of the Social Science Research Council. Includes

advocates—that have a direct stake in it. Rather

bibliographies and index.

than simply pointing out the major flaws and

Critical Tom Daschle 2008-02-19 A much-needed

placing blame, Daschle offers key solutions and

and hard-hitting plan, from one of the great

creates a blueprint for solving the crisis. Daschle's

Democratic minds of our time, to reform America's

solution lies in the Federal Reserve Board, which

broken health-care system. Undoubtedly, the

has overseen the equally complicated financial
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system with great success. A Fed-like health board

Brave New World of Healthcare Revisited Richard

would offer a public framework within which a

D. Lamm 2013-05-01 An informed and erudite look

private health-care system can operate more

at the current state of the American healthcare

effectively and efficiently—insulated from political

system from former Governor Richard D. Lamm

pressure yet accountable to elected officials and the

and political economist Andy Sharma, including:

American people. Daschle argues that this

Will the retirement of the Baby Boomer generation

independent board would create a single standard of

bankrupt our healthcare services? What does the

care and exert tremendous influence on every

impending healthcare reform mean for the nation?

other provider and payer, even those in the private

Does the US still have the best healthcare system in

sector. After decades of failed incremental measures,

the world?

the American health-care system remains

Obama and America's Political Future Theda

fundamentally broken and requires a

Skocpol 2012-09-04 Obama’s 2008 victory, coming

comprehensive fix. With his bold and forward-

amid the greatest economic crisis since the 1930s,

looking plan, Daschle points us to the solution.

opened the door to major reforms. But he quickly

The Missing Middle Theda Skocpol 2000 The

faced skepticism from supporters and fierce

author of Boomerang: Health Care Reform and the

opposition from Republicans. What happened?

Turn Against Government explores the changing

Skocpol surveys the political landscape to help us to

world of American social policy and its ramifications

understand Obama’s triumphs and setbacks and see

in terms of average working families. Reprint.

where we might be headed next.
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